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Abstract

Many important schemes in signal processing and communications, ranging from the BCJR algo-

rithm to the Kalman filter, are instances of factor graph methods. This family of algorithms is based

on recursive message passing-based computations carried out over graphical models, representing a

factorization of the underlying statistics. Consequently, in order to implement these algorithms, one must

have accurate knowledge of the statistical model of the considered signals. In this work we propose

to implement factor graph methods in a data-driven manner. In particular, we propose to use machine

learning (ML) tools to learn the factor graph, instead of the overall system task, which in turn is used for

inference by message passing over the learned graph. We apply the proposed approach to learn the factor

graph representing a finite-memory channel, demonstrating the resulting ability to implement BCJR

detection in a data-driven fashion. We demonstrate that the proposed system, referred to as BCJRNet,

learns to implement the BCJR algorithm from a small training set, and that the resulting receiver exhibits

improved robustness to inaccurate training compared to the conventional channel-model-based receiver

operating under the same level of uncertainty. Our results indicate that by utilizing ML tools to learn

factor graphs from labeled data, one can implement a broad range of model-based algorithms, which

traditionally require full knowledge of the underlying statistics, in a data-driven fashion.

I. INTRODUCTION

A broad range of algorithms in communications, signal processing, statistics, and machine

learning are obtained by message passing over graphical models [1]. In particular, the combina-

tion of factor graphs, and specifically, the factor graph model proposed by Forney in [2], with

the sum-product message passing scheme [3], was shown to provide a unified framework which

specializes many important algorithms [4].
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Broadly speaking, factor graphs provide a graphical model for a function of multiple variables,

commonly a joint distribution measure. The resulting model allows prohibitive computations to

be carried out in a recursive manner at controllable complexity by message passing along the

graph [4]. Some important instances of factor graph methods include the BCJR symbol detector

[5]; the Kalman filter [6]; and hidden Markov model (HMM) predictors [7]. Furthermore, the

application of message passing over factor graphs was shown to give rise to efficient and accurate

methods for, e.g., equalization [8], [9], multiple-input multiple-output detection [10], and joint

decoding and channel estimation [11], [12].

The aforementioned algorithms require prior knowledge on the underlying statistical model.

For example, in order to apply the BCJR symbol detector, one must know or have an accurate

estimate of the channel model and its parameters, i.e., full channel state information (CSI). This

limits the application of these methods in setups where the statistical model is complex, difficult

to estimate, or poorly understood. Furthermore, a potentially large overhead is required in order

to estimate the model parameters, from which the factor graph is obtained, and the reliability of

message-passing methods may be substantially degraded in the presence of model inaccuracy.

In our previous works [13] and [14] we proposed data-driven receivers which learn to imple-

ment two important symbol detection algorithms: the Viterbi algorithm [15], and the iterative soft

interference cancellation scheme [16]. By using dedicated machine learning (ML) tools to learn

the graphical model used by the channel-model-based symbol detector algorithm, e.g., the trellis

diagram for the Viterbi algorithm, we obtained systems which implement the symbol detection

scheme in a data-driven fashion using a relatively small amount of training samples, while

exhibiting improved robustness to CSI uncertainty compared to their model-based counterpart.

Our success in implementing a model-based algorithm in a data-driven manner by learning

its underlying graphical model, combined with fact that the Viterbi algorithm is a factor graph

method, motivates the study of a data-driven implementation for a broader family of factor graph

methods.

In this paper we take a first step in examining the ability to implement data-driven algorithms

by utilizing ML tools to learn the underlying factor graph. We focus on problems which can be

solved using factor graph methods when the model is known, proposing to utilize ML tools to

learn the factor graph, and to carry out the task using conventional message passing over the

learned graph. This is opposed to the common approach in ML, which is based on training deep

neural networks (DNNs) to carry out the task in an end-to-end manner [17]. This approach which
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combines ML and model-based algorithms in a hybrid manner, having the potential of achieving

the performance guarantees and controllable complexity of model-based methods while operating

in a data-driven manner and requiring relatively small training sets.

We show how the proposed approach of learning factor graphs can be applied to symbol

detection in finite-memory channels. In particular, we detail how this strategy can be used to

implement the BCJR algorithm, which is the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) symbol

detector for such channels, in a data-driven channel-model-independent manner. The resulting

data-driven receiver, referred to as BCJRNet, is capable of learning to carry out MAP symbol

detection from a relatively small training set, without requiring prior knowledge of the channel

model and its parameters. Our numerical studies also show that the BCJRNet exhibits improved

resiliency to inaccurate training compared to the model-based BCJR algorithm operating under

the same level of uncertainty. Our results demonstrate the potential gains of properly combin-

ing ML and model-based algorithms in realizing optimal-approaching data-driven methods in

communications and signal processing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II we briefly review factor graph

methods, and propose the concept of data-driven factor graphs. Section III presents the appli-

cation of this approach to realize a data-driven BCJR detector. Section IV provides numerical

performance results of BCJRNet, while Section V provides concluding remarks.

Throughout the paper, we use upper-case letters for random variables (RVs), e.g. X . Boldface

lower-case letters denote vectors, e.g., x is a deterministic vector, and X is a random vector;

the ith element of x is written as (x)i. The probability measure of an RV X evaluated at x is

denoted PX(x). We use caligraphic letters for sets, e.g., X , where |X | is the cardinality of a

finite set X , and R is the set of real numbers.

II. DATA-DRIVEN FACTOR GRAPHS

In this section we present the concept of data-driven factor graphs. We begin with a brief

review of conventional model-based factor graph methods in Subsection II-A, after which we

discuss how these graphs can be learned from labeled data using ML tools in Subsection II-B.

A. Model-Based Factor Graphs

In the following we provide a brief introduction to factor graphs, focusing on the model

proposed by Forney in [2], known as Forney-style factor graphs. We then review the sum-

product method for computing marginal distributions using factor graphs [3]. The main example
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considered in the sequel is that of the factor graph representation of finite-state channels, which

is utilized in Section III for formulating the data-driven BCJRNet MAP symbol detector.

A factor graph is a graphical representation of the factorization of a function of several

variables [4], commonly a joint distribution measure. Consider an n × 1 random vector X ∈

X n where X is a finite set, i.e., the entries of X , denoted {Xi}, are discrete RVs. The joint

distribution of X , PX(x), can be factorized if it can be represented as the product of m functions

{fi(·)}mi=1, i.e., there exists some partition variables {Vi}mi=1 where Vi ⊂ {x1, . . . , xn} such that

PX(x) =
m∏
i=1

fi(Vi). (1)

In order to represent (1) using a factor graph, the functions {fi(·)}mi=1 should be set such that

each variable xk appears in no more than two partitions1 {Vi}mi=1. Subject to this assumption,

the joint distribution PX(x) can be represented using a factor graph with m factor nodes, which

are the functions {fi(·)}mi=1, and n edges {xk}nk=1, where variables appearing only in a single

partition are treated as half-edges.

Example 1. A finite-memory channel models a statistical relationship between a channel input

Xi ∈ X and a channel output Yi, such that Yi depends only on the last L > 0 channel inputs

Xi, . . . Xi−L+1. For a block of n i.i.d. input symbols X , the channel input-output relationship

satisfies

PY |X(y|x) =
n∏
i=1

PYi|Xi,...,Xi=L+1
(yi|xi, . . . , xi−L+1), (2)

where Xi ≡ 0 for i ≤ 0. By defining the L× 1 state vector Si , [Xi, . . . Xi−L+1]
T and stacking

the states over the entire block into a vector S ∈ X Ln, we can write the joint state-output

distribution as

PY ,S(y, s) = PY |S(y|s)PS(s)

=
n∏
i=1

PYi|Si
(yi|si)PSi|Si−1

(si|si−1) . (3)

1A factorization in which a variable appears in more than two factors can always be modified to meet the above constraint
by introducing additional variables and identity factors, see [4].
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Fig. 1. Factor graph of finite-memory channel.

By defining the functions

fi(yi, si, si−1) , PYi|Si
(yi|si)PSi|Si−1

(si|si−1) , (4)

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , N , it holds that the channel input-output relationship (3) obeys the

form of (1). The resulting factor graph, in which {si}n−1i=1 are the edges while the remaining

variables are half-edges, is depicted in Fig. 1.

A major advantage for representing joint distributions via factor graphs is that they allow

some desired computations to be carried out with reduced complexity. One of the most common

methods is the sum-product algorithm for evaluating a marginal distribution from a factor graph

representation of a joint probability measure [3]. To formulate this method, consider the factorized

distribution (1), where the ordering of the partitions {Vi} corresponds to the order of the variables

{xk}, e.g., V1 = {x1, x2}, V2 = {x2, x3, x4}, V3 = {x4, x5}, etc. Furthermore, assume that the

factor graph of (1) does not contain any cycles2. In this case, the marginal distribution of a single

RV Xk whose corresponding variable appears in the partitions Vj and Vj+1 can be computed

from the joint distribution of X via

PXk
(xk) =

∑
{x1,...,xk−1,xk+1,...,xn}

PX(x1, . . . , xn)

=

 ∑
{x1...xk−1}

j∏
i=1

fi(Vi)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,µfj→xk
(xk)

 ∑
{xk+1...xn}

m∏
i=j+1

fi(Vi)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

,µfj+1→xk
(xk)

. (5)

The factorization of the joint distribution in (1) implies that the marginal distribution, whose

computation typically requires summation over |X |n−1 variables, can now be evaluated as the

product of two terms, µfj→xk(xk) and µfj+1→xk(xk). These terms can be viewed as messages

2While there the sum-product algorithm can be extended for handling cycles, e.g., [18], we focus here on the standard
application for cycle-free graphs [1], [4].
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propagating forward and backward along the factor graph, e.g., µfj→xk(xk) represents a forward

message conveyed from function node fj to edge xk. In particular, these messages can be

computed recursively, e.g., by writing Vj/xk = {xk−l, . . . , xk−1} for some l ≥ 1, then the

sum-product rule [4] implies that

µfj→xk(xk) =
∑

{x1,...,xk−1}

j∏
i=1

fi(Vi)

=
∑

{xk−l,...,xk−1}

fj(Vj)
k−1∏
i=k−l

µf̃i,j→xi(xi), (6)

where f̃i,j is the function node connected to the edge xi other than fj . This method of computing

marginal distributions using forward and backward recursions along the factor graph is referred

to as belief propagation [19], or the sum-product algorithm [3]. The application of this scheme

in finite-memory channels is detailed in the following example:

Example 2. Consider again the setup discussed in Example 1 representing a channel with finite

memory of length L > 0. We are interested in computing the joint distribution of two consecutive

state vectors, Sk and Sk+1, given a realization of the channel output Y = y. Using the sum-

product method, one can compute this joint distribution by recursive message passing along its

factor graph. In particular,

PSk,Sk+1,Y (sk, sk+1,y) = µfk→sk(sk)fk+1(yk+1, sk+1, sk)

× µfk+2→sk+1
(sk+1), (7)

where the forward path messages are computed recursively via

µfi→si(si) =
∑
si−1

fi(yi, si, si−1)µfi−1→si−1
(si−1), (8)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Similarly, the backward messages are

µfi+1→si(si) =
∑
si+1

fi+1(yi+1, si+1, si)µfi+2→si+1(si+1), (9)

for i = n − 1, n − 2, . . . , k + 1. An illustration of this message passing along the factor graph

for k = 2 is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Message passing over the factor graph of a finite-memory channel.

B. Learning Factor Graphs

Factor graph methods, such as the sum-product algorithm, exploit the factorization of a joint

distribution to efficiently compute a desired quantity. For example, the application of the sum-

product algorithm in a finite-memory channel detailed in Example 2 exploits its factorization

to compute marginal distributions, an operation whose burden typically grows exponentially

with th block size, with complexity that only grows linearly with n. As we show in Section

III, the instance of the sum-product algorithm discussed in Example 2 is exactly the recursive

computation carried out in the BCJR symbol detector [5]. In fact, the sum-product algorithm

specializes a multitude of common signal processing techniques, including the Kalman filter and

HMM prediction [4].

In order to implement the sum-product scheme, one must be able to specify the factor graph

encapsulating the underlying distribution, and in particular, the function nodes {fj}mj=1. This

implies that, for example, the BCJR detector, which builds upon the recursive computation in

Example 2, requires prior knowledge of the channel model and its parameters, i.e., full CSI.

To realize the Kalman filter, one must first know the underlying state-space equations. In some

case, such accurate prior knowledge may not be available or costly to acquire.

In our previous works [13] we utilized ML tools to implement the Viterbi algorithm, which

can also be considered as an instance of a factor graph methods [20], in a data-driven fashion. We

used a similar approach in [14] to realize a data-driven implementation of the soft interference

cancellation scheme [16], which is also a message passing-based symbol detection method. This

was achieved by utilizing dedicated compact DNNs to learn the channel-model-based computa-

tions of the underlying graphical model, e.g., the log-likelihood values used for constructing the

trellis diagram in the Viterbi detector, while maintaining the overall flow of the algorithm. We

propose to generalize this concept to realize a more general family of data-driven factor graph

methods by learning the mappings carried out at the function nodes from a relatively small set
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of labeled data using ML tools. By doing so, one can train a system to learn an underlying

factor graph, which can be then utilizing for inference using conventional factor graph methods,

such as the sum-product algorithm.

The proposed approach requires prior knowledge of the graph structure, but not its nodes.

For example, a finite-memory channel with memory length not larger than L can be represented

using the structure in Fig. 1 while its specific input-output relationship dictate the function nodes.

Consequently, in order to learn such a factor graph from samples, one must only learn its function

nodes. As these mappings often represent conditional distribution measures, they can be naturally

learned using classification networks, e.g., fully-connected DNNs with softmax output layer and

cross-entropy objective, which are known to reliably learn conditional distributions in complex

environments [21]. Furthermore, in many scenarios of interest, e.g., stationary finite-memory

channels and time-invariant state-space models, the mapping implemented by the factor nodes

fi(·) does not depend on the index i. In such cases, only a fixed set of mappings whose size

does not grow with the dimensionality n has to be tuned in order to learn the complete factor

graph. An example of how this concept of learned factor graphs can be applied is presented in

the following section.

III. APPLICATION: SYMBOL DETECTION

In this section we demonstrate how the concept of data-driven factor graphs can be applied for

symbol detection in finite-memory channels. We begin with reviewing the BCJR algorithm, which

is the model-based application of the sum-product algorithm for symbol detection, in Subsection

III-A. Then, we show how the factor graph can be learned from training in Subsection III-B,

and discuss the pros and cons of the resulting architecture in Subsection III-C.

A. Sum-Product for Symbol Detection

We next present the application of the sum-product method for symbol detection in finite-

memory channels, also known as the BCJR algorithm [5]. Consider a stationary finite-memory

channel, namely, a channel obeying the model in Example 1 in which the conditional distribution

PYk|Sk
(y|s) does not depend on the time index k ∈ N . Symbol detection refers to the task of

recovering the i.i.d. transmitted symbols {Xk}nk=1, each uniformly distributed over the constel-
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lation set X , from a realization of the channel output Y = y. The detector which minimizes

the symbol error probability is the MAP rule

X̂k = argmax
x∈X

PXk|Y (x|y)

= argmax
x∈X

PXk,Y (x,y), k ∈ N . (10)

Using the formulation of the state vectors {Sk}, the desired joint probability can be written as

[22, Ch. 9.3]
PXk,Y (x,y)=

∑
s∈XL

PSk−1,Sk,Y (s, [x, (s)1 . . . (s)L−1]
T,y). (11)

The summands in (11) are the joint distributions evaluated recursively from the channel factor

graph in Example 2. Thus, when the factor graph is known, the MAP rule (10) can be computed

efficiently using the sum-product algorithm.

B. BCJRNet: Data-Driven MAP Recovery

Here, we show how the rationale presented in Section II yields a method for learning the factor

graphs of finite-memory channels, using which the MAP detector can be obtained. We assume

that the channel memory length, L, is known. However, the channel model, i.e., the conditional

distribution PY |S(·) is unknown, and only a set of labeled input-output pairs, denoted {xi, yi} is

available.

Since the channel memory is known, the structure of the factor graph is fixed to that depicted

in Fig. 1. Consequently, in order to learn the factor graph, one must only adapt the function

nodes fi(·), as discussed in Subsection II-B. Based on (3)-(4), the function nodes are given by

fi(yi, si, si−1) = PY |S (yi|si)PSi|Si−1
(si|si−1)

(a)
=


1
|X |PY |S (yi|si) (si)j = (si−1)j−1, j = 2 . . . L

0 otherwise,
(12)

where (a) follows from the definition of the state vectors Si and the channel stationarity. The

formulation of the function nodes in (12) implies that they can be estimated by training an ML-

based system to evaluate PY |S(·) from which the corresponding function node value is obtained

via (12). Once the factor graph representing the channel is learned, symbol recovery is carried

out using the sum-product method detailed in Subsection III-A. The resulting receiver, referred
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Fig. 3. Learned function node of BCJRNet illustration.

to as BCJRNet, thus implements BCJR detection in a data-driven manner, and is expected to

approach MAP-performance when the function nodes are accurately estimated, as demonstrated

in our numerical study in Section IV.

As noted in [13], since yi is given and may take continuous values while s, representing the

label, takes discrete values, a natural approach to evaluate PY |S(yi|s) for each s ∈ X L using

ML tools is to estimate PS|Y (s|yi), from which the desired PY |S(yi|s) can be obtained using

Bayes rule via

PY |S(yi|s) = |X |LPS|Y (s|yi)PY (yi). (13)

In particular, BCJRNet utilizes two parametric models: one for evaluating the conditional PS|Y (s|yi),

and another for computing the marginal probability density function (PDF) PY (yi). A reliable

parametric estimate of PS|Y (s|yi), denoted Pθ(s|yi), can be obtained for each s ∈ X L by

training a relatively compact classification network with a softmax output layer. For example,

in our numerical study in Section IV we use a three-layer network which can be trained with

merely 10000 training samples. In order to estimate the marginal PDF of Yi, we note that since it

is given by a stochastic mapping of Si, its distribution can be approximated as a mixture model

of |X |L kernel functions [23]. Consequently, a parametric estimate of PY (yi), denoted Pϕ (yi),

can be obtained from the training data using mixture density estimation via, e.g., expectation

maximization (EM) [23, Ch. 2], or any other finite mixture model fitting method. The resulting

structure in which the parameteric Pθ(s|yi) and Pϕ (yi) are combined into a learned function

node using (12)-(13), is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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C. Discussion

Learned factor graph combine ML and signal processing algorithms, allowing the latter to be

carried out in a data-driven manner. Compared to the conventional ML approach of utilizing a

DNN to carry out the desired end-to-end mapping, DNNs are utilized here for the simpler task

of uncovering the function nodes of a factor graphs. Consequently, networks with a relatively

small number of parameters can be utilized, allowing the system to train quickly from small

training sets. In particular, in our numerical study detailed in Section IV we used a three layer

fully-connected network for learning the factor nodes in BCJRNet, allowing the system to adapt

using merely 10000 training bits, e.g., not much more than a typical 4G preamble [24, Ch. 17].

For comparison, conventional DNN architectures used for carrying out the complete symbol

detection task in finite-memory channels typically involve deep networks and require much

larger training sets, e.g., [25], [26]. Furthermore, the ability to implement a data-driven receiver

which is capable of adapting its mapping using a small data sets paves the way to the possibility

of an on-line training receiver, utilizing the inherent structure of coded communications to train

without additional overhead, see, e.g., [13] and [27]. We leave the exploration of such on-line

trained symbol detectors for future work.

The proposed BCJRNet is one example of how learned factor graphs give rise to a data-driven

implementation of model-based algorithms. We envision learned factor graphs to be a technique

for realizing additional systems capable of learning to carry out important methods in commu-

nications, signal processing, and statistics, from relatively small labeled data sets. Furthermore,

we believe that this concept unifies additional previously proposed systems combining ML and

signal processing algorithms, such as the hybrid extended Kalman filter proposed in [28]. We

leave this extension of our study for future work.

IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

In this section we numerically evaluate the performance of BCJRNet, which is obtained by

learning the underlying factor graph of a finite-memory channel as detailed in Section III, and

compare it to the conventional model-based BCJR algorithm. In the following, the DNN used for

computing the conditional distributions in the learned function node in Fig. 3 consists of three

fully-connected layers: a 1× 100 layer, a 100× 50 layer, and a 50× 4 layer, with intermediate

sigmoid and ReLU activations, respectively, and a softmax output layer. The network is trained

using the Adam optimizer [29] with learning rate of 0.01. The finite mixture model estimator
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approximates the distribution as a Gaussian mixture using EM-based fitting [23, Ch. 2]. The

function node is learned from 10000 training samples, and is tested over 50000 Monte Carlo

simulations. Due to the small number of training samples and the simple DNN architecture, only

a few minutes are required to train BCJRNet on a standard CPU.

We simulate two finite-memory channels with memory L = 2: An intersymbol interference

(ISI) channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and a Poisson channel. To formulate

the input-output relationships of these channels, we let {h1(γ), h2(γ)} be L coefficients repre-

senting an exponentially decaying profile, given by hτ (γ) , e−γ(τ−1) for γ > 0. For the ISI

channel with AWGN, we consider i.i.d. binary phase shift keying inputs, i.e., X = {−1, 1}, and

the channel output Yi is related to the input via

Yi =
√
ρ ·

L∑
τ=1

hτ (γ)Xi−τ+1 +Wi, (14)

where Wi is a unit variance AWGN independent of Xi, and ρ > 0 represents the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR). For the Poisson channel, the input represents on-off keying, namely, X = {0, 1},

and the statistical input-output relationship is

Yi|X ∼ P

(
√
ρ ·

L∑
τ=1

hτ (γ)Xi−τ+1 + 1

)
, (15)

where P(λ) is the Poisson distribution with parameter λ > 0.

BCJRNet is trained for each SNR value ρ, and the symbol error rate (SER) values are averaged

over 20 different channel coefficients {hτ (γ)} with γ taking values in [0.1, 2]. In addition, we

evaluate resiliency to inaccurate training by computing the SER when the function nodes in

Fig. 3 are learned from samples taken from a channel with a noisy estimate of {hτ (γ)}. The

estimation noise is randomized as an i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian process with variance σ2
e , where

we use σ2
e = 0.1 for the Gaussian channel (14), and σ2

e = 0.08 for the Poisson channel (15).

We refer to this scenario as CSI uncertainty. Under such uncertainty, the model-based BCJR

computes the messages detailed in Example 2 using the noisy channel estimate, while BCJRNet

is trained using samples taken from different realizations of the noisy {hτ (γ)}.

The numerically computed SER values are depicted in Figs. 4-5 for the Gaussian channel

and the Poisson channel, respectively. We first note that for both channels, the performance of

BCJRNet approaches that of the channel-model-based algorithm, and that the curves effectively

coincide for most simulated SNR values. A small gap is noted for the Poisson channel at high
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Fig. 5. SER versus SNR, Poisson channel.

SNRs, which stems from the model mismatch induced by approximating the marginal PDF of

Yi as a Gaussian mixture in the parameteric estimate Pϕ (yi).

We also observe in Figs. 4-5 that the data-driven implementation of the BCJR algorithm is

substantially more robust to CSI uncertainty compared to the channel-model-based detector. For

example, in Fig. 4 we note that BCJRNet trained with a variety of different channel conditions

achieves roughly the same performance as it does when trained and tested using samples from the

same statistical model. However, the channel-model-based BCJR algorithm achieves significantly

degraded SER performance due to imperfect CSI.
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The results presented in this section demonstrate that an ML-based receiver can be trained to

carry out accurate and robust MAP symbol detection using a relatively small amount of labeled

samples. This is achieved by learning the function nodes of the underlying factor graphs, and

carrying out the sum-product recursions over the learned graph.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed the concept of data-driven factor graphs methods, which allow a broad

family of model-based algorithms to be implemented in a data-driven fashion. Our approach

utilizes ML tools to adapt the function nodes of the underlying statistical model, allowing to

learn the factor graph data, using which the desired scheme can be implemented by message

passing over the learned graph. We applied the proposed strategy to learn the factor graph of

stationary finite-memory communication channels, yielding BCJRNet, which is a data-driven

implementation of the BCJR MAP symbol detector. Our numerical results demonstrate that

BCJRNet learns to accurately implement the BCJR algorithm from a relatively small training

set, while exhibiting improved robustness to CSI uncertainty compared to the model-based BCJR

detector.
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